Agenda

Tuesday, February 9th, 1999
Andrus Gerontology Center Auditorium, USC Campus

7:30am  Continental Breakfast

8:15am  Boehm-Model Clashes and MBASE
9:00am  Port-Requirements Simplifiers and Complicators
9:30am  Lynhe-Reese- Library View of Digital Library Projects

10:00am  Break

10:30am  In-WinWin Negotiation Analysis
11:00am  Port- UML and MBASE
11:30am  Abi-Antoun- MBASE Guidelines

12:00pm  Lunch and Demos

WinWin: Recent Extensions  COCOMO II:999
-- Defense Application (Unix)  COCOTS
-- Digital Library Application (Windows)  CORADMO, COPROMO
Distributed Collaboration and Prioritization Tool  Code Count
Digital Library Application Prototypes  Architect's Automated Assistant
Hispanic Archive, World War I Archive  DRADEL Architecture Tool
Protocol Generation

2:00pm  Erdem- Tailored Explanations of Software
2:30pm  Boehm-SE Decision Assistance

3:00pm  Break

3:30pm  Affiliates' Panel: Futures and University Research Priorities
Tony Jordano, SAIC
Fred Maymir-Ducharme, Lockheed Martin
Arnold Pfitzler, Motorola
Dennis Weiss, Lucent

5:30pm  Steering Group Dinner/Meeting